As We Continue to Identify the Enemies of the American Revolution in the 21st Century and Annihilate Them

FEDERAL KIDNAPPING CHARGES MAY NOW BE BROUGHT AGAINST BILL AND HILLARY CLINTON, GEORGE H.W. BUSH, KENNETH STARR AND DONNA SHALALA

REFERENCE LEO WANTA CASE

By Tom Heneghan

Bill with Crime Syndicate partner daddy Bush
It can now be reported that a national security court in the state of Virginia may be ready to indict Bill Clinton and his wife, unelectable **CLOSET** lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, George H. W. Bush, along with Donna Shalala and former independent counsel Kenneth Starr for conspiracy, racketeering and the kidnapping of Ambassador Leo Wanta -- reference the illegal transfer of Wanta from Wisconsin to Oklahoma.

The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, along with the Israeli Mossad on American soil, continues to threaten the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Judicial Branch and the American People as well with a cyber terrorist attack to maintain the continued control and occupation by this criminal Mafioso.

As reported earlier in our previous intelligence briefing the headquarters for this Mossad-Russian FSB-rogue U.S. Military terrorist group is the Barksdale AFB in Louisiana.

Note: As this report is being given, Bushfraud and the criminal Clintons are expounding and manipulating the rumors and stories through their controlled media henchmen that John Edwards’ wife is dying of cancer. This is an attempt by the Bushes and the Clintons to close down the Democratic Primary race and give Hillary, aka Queen Melusina, an election without an opponent.
As this criminal conspiracy escalates against our electoral system threats and intimidation continue to be made against our duly elected President Albert Gore’s plans to run for re-election and take down the unelectable \textit{CLOSET} lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton in the Democratic Presidential Primaries in 2008.

In fact, espionage is taking place against the Gore family being directed from none other than the Barksdale AFB in Louisiana.

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and notable queens!

P.S. The attempt by unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary and her husband, daddy Bush’s little stooge Bill Clinton, to dominate the America media in the last two weeks indicates that

\textbf{THE CLINTONS CONTINUE TO FEAR AL GORE AS A CANDIDATE WHO WILL PUT AN END TO THIS BUSH-CLINTON MAFIOSO.}
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Note: Remember folks, it was Al Gore that got Bill Clinton elected in 1992 and 1996, and it was Al Gore that actually won the 2000 Presidential election despite Gore having to run against the U.S. media, Bush and Clinton at the same time.

Bill, like his wife, a noted \textit{CLOSET} bi-sexual, engaged in a White House five-some with Monica Lewinsky, his wife Hillary, George Stephanopoulos and current Democratic Congressman of Massachusetts, Barney Frank.
Remember folks, **this is NOT a monarchy, this IS A REPUBLIC!**

Both the Bushes and the Clintons are weasels, cowards and TRAITORS!
Bill and his unelectable wife, Hillary, just recently held a secret conference with former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, along with Israeli tax cheat, Marc Rich’s bagman and Univision’s Haim Saban.

![Benjamin Netanyahu and Hillary Clinton](http://www.haaretz.com/hasite/images/iht_daily/D210607/300bibihilary210607_ap.jpg)

**CLOSESET** lesbian Hillary Clinton with **MEGA ZIONIST** Benjamin Netanyahu

(AP pic)


![Bill and Hillary Clinton with fugitive Mossad bagman and East German DVD master spy Marc Rich's bagman Israeli Haim Saban](http://www.justhillary.com/images/saban.jpg)
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Netanyahu has supplied unelectable **CLOSESET** lesbian Rodenhurst Clinton with a special Israeli black ops assassination-vote stealing team on American soil all connected to the transfer and theft of the U.S. Military computer cyber chips.
Hillary with Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, 2005

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
Benjamin Netanyahu

Hillary Clinton with then Jerusalem Mayor and now Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
Hillary visits and supports the Israeli apartheid wall, November 13, 2005, “...The top priority of any government is to ensure the safety and security of its citizens, and that is why I have been a strong supporter of Israel's right to build a security barrier to keep terrorists out. **I have taken the International Court of Justice to task for questioning Israel's right to build the fence...**”

Hillary, AIPAC’s darling
Clinton speaks at Jerusalem headquarters of Magen David Adom
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**Hillary backs Israeli attacks**
http://archive.gulfnews.com/indepth/israelattacks/world/10053654

**Clinton Vows to Back Israel in Latest Mideast Conflict**

2002 **Salute To Israel Parade**
http://www.users.cloud9.net/~lipsker/images/hillary_clinton2.jpg
2006 Stand With Israel Rally NYC

...Hillary was not pleased. I shut the video off when Hillary took the stage, she was applauded when introduced but I will tell you that when she first began her remarks there were folks in the crowd booing her... (http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com)

Talking points included the identification of political enemies of both the Clintons and the Bushes, including the use of domestic Mossad assassins for the purpose of eliminating witnesses and whistleblowers who know too much about the Bush-Clinton “True Colors” assassination of John F. Kennedy Jr.

Assassinated John F. Kennedy Jr.
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One last note to Democratic primary voters: Today Bill Clinton claimed on ABC This Week with George Stephanopoulos that he came from 3rd place to 1st place in 1992 because of his own ability. This is all baloney! It was the combination of Ross Perot and Albert Gore’s position as Clinton’s Vice President that helped the Bush-weasel Clinton win the election in 1992.
Remember folks, who blew out the Democratic Congressional majority in 1994? It was unelectable *CLOSESET* lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and her healthcare debacle that did it. Hillary remains the Brittney Spears of the Democratic Party. That is right folks, “Oops she will do it again”.

Bill Clinton is a puppet of the Bush Crime Family and a CIA asset going back to his days in Oxford, England. His unelectable wife, Hillary, has been a Mossad asset since she was Watergate counsel working with homosexual *IN-THE-CLOSESET* Fred Thompson on the Nixon impeachment in 1974.
This gang does not want to lose control of the Justice Department. Remember unelectable Hillary and *CLOSESET* homosexual Fred Thompson covered up the 1963 JFK assassination angle connected to the Watergate burglars.

*And, of course, when all is said and done, and you turn your TV off, Albert Gore Jr. remains the duly elected, non-inaugurated, REAL President of the United States.*

---

**- TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS**

International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and illusions.

---

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THE-CLOSESET" are a MAJOR threat to National Security being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of the American People.

---

RUPERT MURDOCH'S MYSPACE.COM WITHOUT ANY NOTICE CENSORED AND DELETED SIX (6) YEARS OF VITAL INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS OFF THE INTERNET

READ MORE BREAKING INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AT:  
http://blog.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel